
The Patriot Attack on Gondar - With "SHEP" Force, Eritrea 1941 
From the Diary of Lt. Colonel Eric Goulston 

Nov 9: Last day at Amba Gheorgis ----Indian M.O. staying behind. I am to go 

forward with my lads tomorrow with Bimbashi Sheppard (our CO). Our air blitz 

curtain-raiser timed for this afternoon with new American planes, a fiasco. 

Debat and our divisional --???????----behind forward lines bombed and machine 

gunned by our own planes! 

Six killed and 8 wounded. -- Brigadier furious. -- No excuse. They should have 

reconnaissance flights first. 

Our forts at Amba Gheorgis open fire at planes, which do not attack us, for a 

wonder. However, we have 3 casualities from our own shooting. Brigadier still 

raving at RAAF, at 10 pm. Heile Selasse's eldest son arrives at Amba Gheorgis to 

stay with one of the chiefs. Propaganda only, as he is no good as a fighter, and the 

chief and his tribe therefore now immobilized. Stocks of RAF now at tremendous 

discount, - as visibility was perfect. 

Nov 10: A very late start - about midday. Huge single-file mule train. British 

personnel (Bimbashi - E.G -3 young signalers and 2 medical orderlies) on riding 

mules. Also the native Shimbashi (Sgt), the 2 interpreters and a few wives. All 

soldiers on foot. About 40 muleteers load and drive about 130 mules carrying 

ammunition - rations - bedding and equipment. We go straight down into hostile 

Kamant, mountainous country on right flank and strike clouds, mist then heavy 

rain. Indescribable confusion down the mountain passes which are very severe and 

steep. Too risky to ride, so walk down the slippery tracks. Two mules go over the 

edge and plunge down hundreds of feet. Muleteer surprisingly not injured, and 

reappears while I wait to attend if necessary. Some valuable rations lost already. 

Clouds lift and we are in magnificent beautiful Walt Disney country with 

tremendous high peaks on all sides, and everything green as green. 

An amazing single-line track --- women walking carrying pots and pans and even 

an occasional bambino strapped on their backs. Track very rough and occasional 

shooting. Soldiers all in front. I am now well behind with the mule team who are 

struggling on, but delayed for about an hour at one deep stream, where we had to 

direct removal of a big obstructing boulder. Quite hot in the valleys and clothes dry 

and steam unpleasantly. Scratched by wild roses and thorns in the thickets. I crack 

one Habash with my stick. The dopes love firing off their rifles in the ravines to 

hear the echo, but of course this gives our position away. Very tough going up 

another mountain side and 3 mules fell and can't get up, can when unloaded after a 

struggle. 

We decide to leave them and push on. Viva la mule!!. Obstinate - stubborn - but 

sure-footed, with tremendous stamina and they battle on. As dusk is upon us, my 

medical orderly (Murphy) and self decide to camp as well behind the main body. 

We will rise early and catch 'em up. Find a good spot. Arrange a few scouts and 

hope for the best. Bully Beef, biscuits and water, ground sheet and greatcoat, and 

sleep the sleep of the lost. 



Nov 11: Magnificent sunrise. Up at 5 am. Delightful Shifta country. An early start. 

Few biscuits. Load up and off. Reach main body an hour later and arrive in time 

for a hot cup of tea, the best I've ever tasted - with milk and sugar, too.  

I met a chief on route who says he wants to join us. Gift of eggs and fowls. I gave 

the chief a note, told him our destination, and hoped for the best. Few planes 

overhead, but our Trader Horn single-file army is excellently and naturally 

camouflaged by trees and brush going along seldom used paths. Gun booms in 

plenty in the distance and occasional rifle fire. We catch up with the Bimbashi at a 

rendezvous. Rest a while and push on.  

2 pm and we are ambushed and suddenly attacked by a hostile Kamant tribe who 

are in good positions among surrounding mountains. Everyone scatters. Mules 

unperturbed and are quickly led away in all directions or left standing. I lay down 

with bullets whistling harmlessly overhead like wasps. Battle goes on.  

Sun comes out and it becomes very hot. I am all alone and soon asleep. Awoke an 

hour later to find myself snoring. A pistol is useless - must get a rifle. Firing has 

slackened, so I wander round. Found a few of our soldiers who lead me back to 

some wounded.  

I find my own riding mule and bearer who is very scared and we begin an awful 

climb up the side of a mountain exposed to hostile fire. However, we make it and I 

find a white orderly and a small force which I lead to a place over the mountain top 

and protected in some way. 

Rest awhile, then attend to the poor wounded. G.S.W. (Gun Shot Wounds) of arms 

- fractured humerus - G.S.W of legs and minor injuries. Splint them with nearby 

twigs and take stock. Go to a point and make out 3 main parties converging. It is 5 

pm, but decide to try and join the main body before dark. Much cursing and 

swearing before I get the mules loaded and wounded mounted. I promise a guide 

who has appeared, 10 dollars to get us down the mountain to our party, whose 

smoke we can see in the distant valley. Terrific track, but we make it and very 

pleased to get in just on dark and report to Bimbashi Sheppard. We have lost 4 

killed, and about 8 seriously wounded. All white personnel O.K. We recount our 

wanderings. The bearer produces some magnificent hot tea, and we have eggs, 

bully and guavas, and guards posted around camp. 

More rain at night and we are wet through again. However, all sleep fairly well, 

had no attack through the night. 

Nov 12: Off again. New guide. New chief comes in with gifts of dabboe (native 

bread - awful, but full of vitamin B), eggs and a goat, so we will have a good 

dinner tonight. We follow a roundabout winding rough track up the mountain and 

have to go along way round to avoid a hostile tribe. Keep going for 6 hours - on 

and off our mules, but all quiet. En route I was called in to attend a Kamant warrior 

wounded yesterday. Chest through and through wounded, with paralysis of one 

arm - cause unknown. These tribes say they have shot up for us the unfriendly 

crowd which attacked us yesterday, but have my doubts, as I notice several 

wounded about, probably by us. We continue on and reach a pleasant open spot 



fairly well protected. 

Decide to camp and unload the mules. Suddenly again attacked, but we are in an 

excellent position and give the opposition hell. A few casualities on our side, but 

we soon attack in turn and our troops go forward with our 3 machine guns. We 

burn up 2 native villages, loot and the natives capture much needed food - grain - 

corn - eggs - goats and fowls. Desultory fire continues but we have great food that 

night. The sigs. Got the wireless going, and we hear a little news before the 

batteries phut out. We have lost about 12 mules with their previous cargo. My kit 

intact - am only carrying valise and kit bag. We are wasting too much ammunition 

on these hostile tribes, as we may want it all against the Ites later. Our CO. 

Bimbashi Sheppard, a G.R. volunteer is always calm and cool and collected and is 

a great leader. Carries a pair of field glasses only, but is attended by his body guard 

who carry a Tommy gun - pistol - rifle and hand grenades etc. His tactics are 

always mobile, and when attacked, he counter attacks on the flanks very 

successfully. In private life he is the professor of English at Cairo University (7 

years) and is the typical quietly spoken, well bred Englishman, and is quiet and 

reticent, and looks anything but a soldier. Has a quiet dry wit and always cheerful 

despite his worries and incessant pow-wows with tribal chiefs. We spend a good 

night. No rain. 

Nov. 13: Big pow-wows. Surrounding Kamant chiefs are impressed by our 

prowess. Bimbashi says he will burn down all villages if further trouble. We 

signalled last night, and some RAF planes surprisingly flew over, and this also 

impressed the chiefs, whom Bimbashi told (per interpreter) that we had tanks and 

guns and plenty of dollars. The bullo worked and the chiefs decided to come over. 

I attend their wounded, and all appears friendly on the surface. We load up and get 

going again through this most picturesque country.  

The sigs. have rigged up their wireless and we receive a message from the 

Brigadier asking why the devil we hadn't sent in our 'sitrep' - (situation report) - for 

the last two nights. We suitably replied. It's all right his sitting in a comfortable 

officers mess way back in civilization. We proceed along glorious Kamant country 

and the burning of villages by us has given a good disciplinary effect as more 

chiefs come over en route. We are now getting near Tukul Dingua held by a 

battalion of black-shirts, so we pause and send a reccy party forward. Trouble 

ahead. Big guns boom at us and stray rifle shots, so we decide to camp in thick 

jungle country. All on top of each other. Natives, mules, a few donkeys, cooking, 

goats, ammunition, and mule loads etc. - all over the place. Some mule packs have 

been stolen and probably sold. Rations stolen also, but we manage a feed. Few 

mules lie down and die, as they've had an exhausting time, and probably over 

loaded. We lie down and sleep where we are, as dusk has fallen quickly. More 

blasted rain. My Palestinian valise is N.B.G. (No Bloody Good). Lost my good 

Aussie one in Greece. Blankets all damp, but maleesh!! 

I can sleep anywhere, and anyhow, thank goodness. My water-sterilized tablets 

excellent and feel assured that the water any how is OK. Occasional goats meat is 

very acceptable also. Ate our eggs raw during the day. Am getting tired of army 



biscuits and water, but they are filling. My bully gone or stolen. Boxes of 

ammunition also missing. One can't trust the natives at all. 

Nov. 14: The tribes which fought against us yesterday have the nerve to come in 

and ask for more ammunition. Sheppard disarms them and demands that they lead 

us on through their territory as guided and themselves as hostages. I attend to their 

wounded. One wretched chief halted us for 3 hours until threats and promises 

persuaded him to call his men off the next mountain pass we had to traverse. Got in 

late, and had to make another hasty camp in the dark - kit, mules and Habash 

everywhere. All tea supply lost, but we still have a little coffee. Wireless signal 

battery cells smashed. Rain again at night and everything wet and steamy. Ground 

sheet and my Palestinian valise unsatisfactory and wet through both sides. 

Scrounged 6 fowls and had roast chicken and native bread (dabbo). Unshaven and 

very filthy, but pushing on satisfactorily, and according to schedule. We have to be 

in position at a certain point at a certain time and attack in conjunction with the 

other forces, who are all in nice comfortable plain country, and carried by their 

motor transport. We try to find a protected mule track further on, as we will soon 

be exposed to Itie artillery from Tucul Dingus. 

The Habash are paid for the fortnight (in dollars) and we actually find a stream, 

stripped off and had a good wash. We are under constant shell fire, but it is hard to 

find us in the thick overgrowth, and no casualities. I sent 4 casualities back on 

mules today. 

Nov.15: Still being shelled but all OK. The CO decides to go forward with his 

soldiers and if OK the main body will follow later. I go on with advance section 

and we pass within 300 yards of the Itie position right under their cliffs. Very 

rough going again and I walk most of the way. All our party on foot and only 3 

mules in the party. Find a good position and now satisfactorily situated for the 

night. Another big chief has come over to us - he fought against us 2 days ago. I 

attend his wounded and we spare his villages, so he sent back and we receive 

welcome gifts of food - some cattle. Few British planes about create a good 

impression. Slept in a cave with a great-coat and ground-sheet. Only biscuits and 

water for sustenance as afraid to light fires. Cold night on the rocks. Had some 

native milk - bl-dy awful, but very thankful. 

Nov: 16 Sent back for main party, which arrived 3 hours later in good order. 

Reconnaissance party sent forward and we all advance again for 4 hours. Reach an 

excellent spot after a difficult trek and the loss of 4 more laden mules. We actually 

decide to stay here for a day or so, and so pitch our few tents. Had a wonderful 

sleep on a hospital stretcher on boxes, shaved and washed and ate some MEAT. 

No Englishmen has ever been round here previously. The new Kamant tribes think 

we are Ities, being white men - they apparently have been of the opinion that 

English are dark-skinned like Sudanese. However, our interpreter reassured them. 

Had an easy day, played solo and reading. The Bimbashi has gone forward on 

reconnaissance. Our wounded all satisfactory. Some being carried on mules and a 



few on stretchers. 

We go on again tomorrow. One important chief on the other side of the road we 

have to cut tomorrow, still against us. 

Nov. 17: Further conferences. Tribes coming and going. Issue of ammunition. A 

runner arrives on foot! from Amba Gheorgis, carrying inter alia a packet of mail 

for me. Very acceptable, although 2 months old, and older than the mail I received 

at Amba Gheorgis 3 weeks ago. Apparently the mails have got mixed up in M.E. 

(Mail exchange) as usual. I am trying to send mail back tomorrow by same runner. 

Heavy shell-fire overhead, but they can't find us and we are fairly protected by 

sheer cliffs thousands of feet high on two sides. Almost out of fags, and English 

food very light. Plenty of coffee, sugar, flour and native bread. Our troops have 

eaten a lot of cattle and are all smiling again. 

Nov.18: We received word that the Itie battalion have evacuated Tukul Dingua, so 

the Bimbashi asked me to approach and confirm. I leave at 6.30 am, with 6 native 

soldiers and guided by a local chief and his dozen bodyguards. The native bugle or 

trumpet peep-peep-peep on the pom-pom in the neighboring hills is quite eerie, but 

we set out and make great progress over the top and down a huge mountain, 

although arms, hands and face are repeatedly scratched by wild rose bushes and 

heavy going through little-used or virgin jungle 'tracks'. Too rough for mules and 

all on foot. Cross a beautiful stream in the valley and then begin an awful climb up 

the other side. I can keep going as well as anything, but the natives just run up 

without a puff, and are world beaters in local mountain climbing. The going 

becomes terrific and I was thankful when another chief came out and met me. 

Through my interpreter, I find the evacuation news confirmed, so proceed on and 

meet the real big chief of this district, I am now in the middle of at least a thousand 

native warriors, and there is much bowing and scraping and ceremonial hand-

shakes with the wiley elders, who, now they know which way the wind is blowing, 

decide to come over to our side. I asked why they did not help us in the last few 

days fighting, but the chiefs all had some vague diplomatic excuses, such as feeling 

gastric and ill etc. I maintained a British superiority reserve in the face of their 

requests for future preference by the new government, and promised nothing. We 

were the conducted to the former Italian camp and dumps, but the blighters had 

burned and destroyed everything most efficiently, and there was no loot. The Ities 

had had a permanent camp here for years, and had made themselves very 

comfortable in good quarters near a stream, in beautiful country. I also saw the 

road they had built - very good - it runs into Gondar, only 18 miles away, but 

separated, of course by hostile mountains such as Amboza and Jensboi, still 

strongly held by Ities and their natives, plus their heavy artillery, of which, of 

course, our force had none. After inspecting everything, the chiefs were anxious to 

impress me and asked me to eat at their village. As we were bloody hungry, I 

accepted and we repaired to the chief's hut. All the local celebrities were invited in, 

and together with his best mule, fowls and his numerous female relatives, the chief 

acted as host to his crowded guests. 



However, they did their best, and my orderly and I did our best with the fare. The 

coffee was excellent - raw coffee grains were first roasted, then ground and cooked 

beautifully. A nice big glass of milk appeared for me, as the chief guest, and still 

being very thirsty, I downed it at a gulp, germs and all. We then had some indurn, a 

native grain affair, and concluded with native beer made from corn, and bloody 

awful. The women served all the time without speaking and are apparently treated 

more or less as slaves, carrying the water and making fires, etc. As we had a long 

trek back, I made my adieux at 3 pm, and we commenced our long walk. Downhill 

is easy, but going up those bloody mountains is about the most strenuous exertion 

I've ever had. However, we eventually arrived back in camp, very filthy, covered in 

sweat and with numerous cuts and scratches. I changed into some odd but dry togs 

and was given a wonderful cup of hot tea. 

I was terribly amused on the trek back to see RAF planes at well over 10,000 feet 

dropping leaflets into the jungle, and over places in the mountains which in the last 

few days had come over to us. In any case, the natives can't read. Poor England and 

her leaflets. Bombs and fire-power is the only way to win this war. 

The Bimbashi had also had a good day, and captured 200 head of cattle, right 

under the noses of the Ities, so it looks like plenty of milk, meat and liver in the 

morning. Turned into bed very early and slept like a log. 

Nov. 19: In statu quo --- an easy day, waiting for the 'balloon' to go up and the 

signal for the general attack by all forces at all areas. Suddenly a sig. message 

arrives from H.Q.: 'main attack delayed - but you carry on.' My opinion of the 

K.A.R. (Kings African Rifles) regulars and the H.Q. base wallahs remains 

unchanged 

Rations now very light, no eggs or fowls can be bought. and we are living on goats 

meat and local coffee from beans growing nearby. We obtain a little milk from the 

thirsty cattle, but their milk is soon exhausted. Most of it had been extracted by the 

Habash in the early hours. Played solo. 

Nov.20: The Bimbashi (CO) goes forward on a 'reccy' and looks at Jenahoi and 

Gindi Matai, which are our objectives. WE remain in camp. Solo and wretched 

goat meat, which is very tough. Change clothes and have 'em washed at last. Every 

night, a general clapping extends round the different areas of camp. It's a sort of 

native night-call -- 'I'm alright, how're you doing?' Everyone is rather hungry. 

Signals sent back previously for rations, not yet answered. Bloody base wallahs!! 

Nov. 21: We get the radio working again, and hear the K.A.R division lauded by 

the BBC - just a sop to Kenya. Plenty of gun-fire going on, but we are well 

protected by the cliffs and thick scrub. Impossible to see through the natural 

camouflage, hiding thousands of natives. None of our planes seen for days - 

perhaps gone to the Western Desert offensive. We sit and wait and do 'reccies'. 

Still hungry. Cows are milked dry, and no tea left. Still on meat and coffee. We are 

in country suitable only for cattle, and cannot buy or steal anything like vegetables, 

fruit, eggs or fowls. I shave every second day. More solo and wireless programs. 



We are joined by a faithful Wollo Banda force of over 500 men from Desse (near 

Addis Ababa area). 

Another Shawn tribe are rumoured to be joining us. 6 pm, a sensation! Rations 

arrive at last from Amba Gheorgis - fags, tea, sugar, 'M7V' bully and jam. What a 

meal! 

Nov. 22: The Bimbashi goes off to attack Genda - a small mountain this side of 

Ginda Matai, and I move off with 14 mules to establish a new camp, more 

conveniently situated forward, the rest to join me tomorrow. 

We have a rough 5 hour journey, and have to use wood-cutters - a team of 6 - to 

hew our way through unused tracks. I find an excellent spot eventually, near a 

beautiful stream with fast-running water near Tukul Dingua, and pitch camp. Had a 

wonderful wash and ate a hearty meal of liver, kidney and native bread. Delightful 

spot - sent all the mules back and only kept 2 native bearers, the cook and our 2 

medical orderlies. 

A change to get away from the everlasting Habash, from whom it is impossible to 

obtain any privacy. 

Nov. 23 (Sunday): The Bimbashi has great success in his attack on Genda and 

sends back to me 30 white and 25 native prisoners, including 8 officers. All very 

docile and in wretched garb. We killed over 150 Ities in this attack on Genda. 

Apparently well-looted by the Habash en route. I converse in execrable French 

with the captured Colonel - quite a decent bloke. Very grateful for some fags and 

gave me his watch and medal.  

All are Fascists, as have to be, but some wear the Royalist star also. Other 

prisoners begin to trickle in, and have to set up a guard (of2) and place in one open 

spot. Quite a problem to feed 'em, but give them a cow, whose minutes thereafter 

become numbered, as they are ravenous. The rest of the main party arrive, and my 

peaceful camp of yesternight becomes the usual noisy hurley-burley. Messages are 

sent off to Div. by the Sigs. and a permanent camp is soon established. The native 

prisoners kiss and heartily embrace our own Habash patriots, and greet many as 

old friends. Apparently no animosity and no hostility is aroused by fighting on the 

other side. The Itie officers are a mixed lot - now 10 of them - no individual 

animosity. They are hard to please, however, and keep sending over for this and 

that, not realizing we are a poorly equipped Patriotic force that has traveled miles 

of the roughest country - we give them all the spare blankets possible, fags, 2 

cows, soap, matches and candles, but they ask for tents, petrol for their lighters, 

writing paper, cheese and all the niceties of an officers mess! They seem ill-

adapted to rough conditions, and don't like roughing it in the open. 

Nov. 24: We receive congratulations from the G.O.C., General Foulkes -'Well 

done, Shep. Force'  

More prisoners come in, and about 16 guns and many rifles also captured. 

Prisoners are a nuisance - have to be guarded, fed and treated. Many wounded 

arrive and we are soon very busy dealing with fractures and gun-shot wounds of 



both prisoners and our own patriots. We are heavily shelled this morning, but many 

shells are duds and all OK. I have over-eaten - too much meat and native bread - 

and have a bloomin' tummy ache, so imbibe some medicine to good effect. The 

prisoners show little initiative and I tell 'em to build native huts, as plenty of old tin 

and boughs about. We have no tents to spare - only 4 or 5 all told, but they don't 

appreciate the point and think they should have all sorts of comforts. The CO 

comes in, tired and hungry, but successful. More chiefs arrive and more prisoners 

and we are humming with activities. No rest for the Bimbashi or the A.M.C. Now 

have 90 Itie prisoners and many natives. 

Nov. 25: More complaints from the Fascists - the men are too close to the officers, 

they say. Gave 'em more fags, another bullock, tea, more soap and some cards. 

Busy with many casualities, and have 4 fractured legs in plaster. We killed over 

150 whites. Big conference with many big chiefs, whom I begin to know, as they 

come along continually with their bodyguards, to see their wounded being treated. 

More prisoners arrived, stripped of everything of value by the Kamants or Benda 

or our own Habash tribes. A Kamant chief complains bitterly of sheep-stealing by 

our patriots. However, as the Kamants are Shiftas, who live by looting, and have 

raised the price of meat and native bread and food exorbitantly now we are in their 

country, we don't take much notice of their complaints. More rations arrive from 

base - apparently we are in favour with H.Q. now. Shep. Force have done a 

wonderful job, going out into the wilds of hitherto unknown country alone, and 

striking right at the back of the Itie positions, right away from any possible help. 

There is no going back. If we don't win, they would all turn on us, but nothing 

succeeds like success, and we have plenty of confidence, and a grand, 

imperturbable leader. 

Nov. 26: Getting nearer the big attack. Big conferences, ammo. distribution. The 

area is a mass of all types of humanity, animals and armaments. Thus one has a 

vision of donkeys, mules, few horses, sheep, goats, Hereford buffaloes, bullocks, 

cows, buccaloes, Itie prisoners, Kamant chiefs, tribesmen of every description, 

rifles, ammo, machine guns, hand grenades, mortars, cooks, boys, signalers, 

muleteers, buglers, interpreters, ration boxes, a few tents, deserters, wounded lying 

around, AMC. Personnel bandaging, land mines, bombs, our 2-inch guns being 

dismantled for hand carrying, boxes of money, and just 2 British officers, one of 

which has just extracted a tooth from a Habash woman who is coming out of 

unaesthetic alongside blokes wit G.S.W's and fractured legs in plaster. This may 

give you some idea of the picture of our patriots on the eve of leaving to go 

forward to take our part in the big attack on Gondar. At long last our army is 

assembled in one huge disarray, and after hours of deliberations and conferences 

with chiefs, deserters, and guides, our most marvellous CO. proceeds forward, 

followed by chief after chief, each with his own pack of followers, mostly running 

on foot, or leading mules laden with ammo. and bombs.  

Two Italian deserters help us tremendously with information re enemy and re guns 

we have captured. They must have been very badly treated, as their attitude is 



amazingly helpful. They actually go forward with our field gun, and offer to fire it 

in the best position against the Itie positions they know so well. Naturally the rest 

of the Itie prisoners are very hostile, seeing them so long in conference with us. 

Nov. 27: I leave early next morning with one white medical orderly to the 'front', 

about 3 ½ hours journey away, so as to be able to get at the wounded early, and 

soon run into some heavy shelling before reaching the Bimbashi's forward 

position. Quite OK, to avoid artillery behind a ridge, but the Ities began to cross 

shell us from 2 positions. The main attack started this morning, and we have done 

well, drawing plenty of fire from Amboza, Lowrie, Jenahoi and Gindi Matai, so as 

to help the K.A.R (East Africans) the other side. 

I sat, or rather lay, with the Bimbashi in his forward observation post, and later in 

the day when the fire slackened and ceased, left the forward patrols and camped in 

tho open in the valley, amid thousands of Habash and braying mules and donkeys. 

Had a wonderful cup of tea and bully beef. My pneumatic pillow has a puncture 

and I spent a bad night with my greatcoat and ground-sheet. 

Nov. 28: Up at dawn, to the forward post, and whacko!! A white flag is seen 

fluttering from Jenahoi. We decided to approach warily, and the Bimbashi, a white 

orderly and myself, walked over no-man's land with necessary precautions behind. 

Quite a rare feeling. Met a scented, well groomed, pansy Itie Major half way and 

he tells us of an armistice truce while terms are being discussed. Suddenly much 

burning and firing of ammo. dumps in enemy positions and wrathfully and boldly 

go forward into Jenahoi, the opposing mountain fortress. The CO. is furious at this 

violation of rules during peace negotiations, apparently an old Itie trick - under 

cover of the white flag and wasting time pretending to discuss peace terms, they 

deliberately destroy stores, guns and dumps. The CO. went one way and I another, 

rushing and tearing around the various Itie strong posts and stores. At last, an Itie 

Colonel who had been lying low appeared, and we threatened to turn all prisoners 

over to the Shifta tribesmen and disclaim all responsibility by the British 

Government for their safety. The Colonel hastily sent messages round different 

camps, while we fumed and proceeded to round up all prisoners. I must have 

walked miles with one native soldier in attendance, doing this and soon we had an 

endless stream of prisoners ambling along, carrying as much as they could and still 

shouldering their rifles. 

It seemed so ridiculous, As the Bimbashi and I only had sticks and a little pistol, 

and we had about 40 or 50 of our native soldiers, only, in attendance. The rest were 

off looting, I am afraid. We soon struck much more trouble of a serious nature, as 

it became impossible to keep back the wild Shifta Kamant tribesmen, who were 

creeping up on the flanks after loot, and firing at the prisoners slowly progressing 

in the plains in the direction of Gondar. The CO became very anxious for the 

safety of his prisoners and time and again we rode or rushed up the flanks, yelling 

at and driving back the Shiftas, at the same time urging the struggling Ities 

forward. Bullets were whistling round, but whenever the Bimbashi or I appeared, 

they would stop firing, and run. It was like playing bobbies or bushrangers with a 



stick. This went on for hours and at last we reached Gindi Matai on the Gondar 

road, and the biggest Itie stronghold in this area. Here I, who happened to be ahead 

of the Bimbashi, took the formal surrender of the senior Colonel and his officers, 

who immediately invited me into their smartish mess for wine, which I gladly 

accepted. Through a Lieutenant who could speak a little English, I explained their 

danger from the marauding and loot-maddened tribesmen. They looked very sick 

at my news as they seem to have the wind-up about our patriot warriors, whom I 

will always regard as big, thieving kids. I might explain that the Ethiopian is of 

eastern Semitic origin, and is not Negroid. Although uneducated, he has a fair 

amount of shrewd intelligence. I then met the chief medical officer, who handed 

over his wounded and also medical stores and instruments, some of which I 

commandeered. 

He gave me his magnificent microscope and a chronometer watch. A Major gave 

me a Voitlander camera, after I had given him some fags. Apparently, the story 

that each made cigarette cost 100 lira in Gondar was true (about 5/- each). They 

had been rolling native baccy --- horrible stuff. 

The CO then arrived and the Itie officers who seemed glad it was all over, invited 

us to their last meal - a corker - consisting of all the choice wines and delicacies 

they had zealously hoarded. We finished the lot. The sight must have been 

incongruous - we, the conquerors, unshaved and unwashed for days, and clad in 

filthy clothes and very much worn boots, being fed and wined by the vanquished, 

in smart uniforms, medals, epaulettes, Sam Browne belts, gloves and all. The Ities 

are only peace-time militia - Sunday-afternoon troops, in my opinion. I was given 

another camera and several chronometer watches. In the meantime, we had sent off 

700 Italian soldiers marching to Gondar (14 mile off), in the protection of one 

white unarmed medical orderly - can you beat it? - and were they glad to go! 

The arrangements by our HQ and their Kings African Rifle brigades disporting in 

Gondar were absolutely nil. Absolutely amazing, and incomprehensible. Already 

the tribesmen were stealing and looting everything, and it became impossible to 

stop them. As soon as we would check 'em in one area, another band would appear 

in the adjacent hills. As HQ had plenty of transport and docile troops, it was up to 

them to retain captured guns, ammo., shells, bombs, dumps etc., and we soon had 

to give up. The natives really looked funny and after all, one can't blame 'em after 

months of fighting in inhospitable mountains. Some had as many as 3 rifles (worth 

40 dollars each to any Abyssinian), rounds and rounds of ammo. in their banderos, 

smart Italian caps and clothes and leggings, decorations, epaulettes, bedding, 

stretchers, pistols, pots and pans and all sorts of things. I was given a few more 

souvenirs - watches, badges and another Voitlander camera. 

We learnt Gondar actually fell yesterday, and still no regular troops sent to help us. 

If the British didn't want the captured war materials, we couldn't help it. By now, 

the tribesmen had gone crazy, and absolutely mad, firing off rifles and throwing 

grenades anywhere. It was dark, and impossible to restrain them. One Italian 

soldier was killed, I am sorry to say, as we w ere responsible for the prisoners' 

safety, and they were lucky no more were killed. Although it was then 10 pm, the 



Bimbashi decided that he himself should escort all remaining prisoners, and all the 

officers into Gondar - about a 4 hour march. I remained with a remaining white 

orderly to guard the officers kit, medical stores and as much as remained of 

anything else. It was a wild night, as the Shiftas kept up firing and throwing bombs 

and grenades all night. At least, they got rid of some of their ammunition, but 

goodness knows what will happen in Abyssinia après in guerre. All the chiefs own 

many machine guns of the latest pattern, and have big field guns buried and 

hidden. They know they will have battles and feuds among themselves later, Haile 

Selassie, or no H.S.! 

Nov. 29: We eventually slept, in the officers mess tent, worn out, but in the 

morning the sight was extraordinary. The whole countryside for miles was littered 

with all types of modern conveniences - stretchers, bedding, pots, pills, bags, belts, 

blankets etc. etc. etc., and thousands of Habash were roaming round, grinning and 

laden. They greeted us in the friendliest fashion, and we were really very good 

friends with the blighters, but what a waste!. As I had done very well myself 

(legitimately, of course) with 3 Voitlanders, my microscope, badges, 5 automatics 

and many watches, I couldn't complain, but tried to look righteous. When one of 

the Habash came up and presented me with a beautiful folding stretcher (chrome), 

I just couldn't refuse. I only wished I could have been able to carry away the 

wireless --------------------- 

A line or so is missing here ------------------- from home 

 

Well, it is all over, and Shep. Force, consisting of 6 whites and 3 or 4 thousand 

untrained and wretchedly equipped natives captured thousands of well-armed and 

well dug-in Blackshirts, regulars and their Banda.  

A hurried evacuation is always a nasty business, and reminded me horribly of 

Greece, but it's great to be on the winning side. I have many Itie instruments, and 

hope to send them back. At midday the Bimbashi arrived, tired and dirty, after 

escorting the prisoners to a point outside Gondar city. He didn't lie down till 3 am. 

He said he got no co-operation whatsoever from the authorities and has the same 

opinion of the soft base wallahs as I. However, he later contacted his own G/R 

Colonel, and was able to procure some ambulances. So we proceeded back along 

the worst road in the world in an ambulance, to our main camp at Tukul Dingua, 

where we received a roaring welcome from the remaining 4 whites (2 sigs. and 2 

sergeants) and broadsides of rifle-fire from the Ethiopians. I definitely prefer a 

mule to a bumpy ambulance, although it was grand being on an automobile of any 

description, after the Kamant mountains. We packed, and half of us returned with 

the wounded and the Tukul Dingua prisoners to our site at Gindi Matai's officers 

mess. My bearer erected my tent, and soon scrounged for me the best chrome 

chair, and the Colonel's bedside table and lamp, so I am in luxury again, but still on 

bully-beef, as all rations, stores and everything had been looted, and only the 

contents of the officers mess remained intact. Wrote some letters home, and 

dropped off to sleep at midnight, still unshaven and unwashed. 



Nov.30 (Sunday): A shave at last, and a huge breakfast of bully and M&V. The 

rest of Shep.Force arrive from Tukul Dingua and our camp becomes its 

accustomed size. I got most of the wounded away to Gondar, and later in the 

morning our 180 original prisoners gladly departed. Itie prisoners are a glut on the 

market, and no-one wants them. Many of our chiefs call and pay their respects, 

awaiting an invitation to be taken to Gondar, which is out-of-bounds at the 

moment. The authorities are afraid of our looting Ethiopians. Spent an easy day 

and in the evening, to our great amusement, the Indian MO, who is very breezy of 

gun-fire, arrives in state. He can do all the sick parades in future! Now the 

campaign is over, I wish I could convey some vague notion of the live beauty of 

Abyssinia. I often gaze now at the great towering mountain peaks, so prominent 

and well-known to me after taking hours to trek up and around them. As I gaze, I 

know that soon I shall be off again, never to return and renew their acquaintance. 

Sad and beautiful though it is, time marches on, and my period of association with 

Major Sheppard and the boys, to say nothing of our dusky warriors, is rapidly 

drawing to a close. I am going to Gondar tomorrow with the CO. I have been as 

much a combatant as a medical officer. 

Dec.1: The Crown Prince of Abyssinia, in the uniform of a Major-General in the 

Ethiopian Army, visits our camp --- speaks English fairly well, and seems amiable, 

but didn't stay long. I go into Gondar at last and terribly disappointed. Must have 

been a delightful and pretty little town once (built by the Portuguese).  

However, present British organization of the town is frightful. Impossible to find 

anyone, although Gondar fell 3 ½ days ago - town Major, political officers, salvage 

officers, custodian of enemy property officers, Brigadiers and red tabs, all driving 

round in official and sports cars. All shops looted, smashed and closed. Impossible 

to buy even a match, - let alone get a haircut or a bath at hotels. Can't buy a drink, 

fags, or any food. All cafes closed. Thousands of prisoners and paroled officers 

wandering round. Plenty of grub and comfort in the officers mess, though, situated 

in the best buildings. I feel absolutely disgusted with the base wallahs, and go to 

meet Colonel Tarleton, head of the G.R. - a real top bloke and proud of his 

irregulars and Shep Force in particular. The Bimbashi will get the DSO, and richly 

deserves it. The Colonel also personally congratulated me. Met a few Brigadiers 

and other KAR Colonels in monocles, flowing moustaches and carrying hunting 

sticks. Glad I was so badly dressed and groomed in comparison. They were all 

annoyed with the Habash looting Gondar, but really due to their inefficient control. 

I was glad to leave Gondar and get back to our own Irregulars and bully beef. 

Dec.2: I take part in the big Victory Parade at Azoza aerodrome. The G.O.C. - 

General Foulkes is only 3 hours late. Extraordinary scene - East African 'Jumboes', 

Gold Coasters, Argyll and Sutherland 'Jocks', Indian Sappers, South African 

Engineers, Cape Corps pioneers, Free French armoured cars and a few little tanks, 

5 planes and the Patriots, who presented a funny sight in the march past. They have 

never marched in their lives, and we had an impossible task to get them in threes, 

in line, and with rifles on their left shoulders, instead of carrying 'em by the barrel. 



Then reception and lunch to G.R.officers by Colonel Tarleton, and speech praising 

us to the skies by the General. Afternoon tea at the Governor's dwelling. The best 

residential quarter of Gondar apparently unharmed, and the base wallahs - 

including high staff officers, political officers, town major etc. etc. have, of course, 

done themselves well and grabbed all the best positions. The General has taken 

over the magnificently furnished castle built by the Portuguese in the 17 th 

Century. Apparently the regular K.A.R. also did their share of looting, and as all 

Italian civilians have been arrested and sent away, the town of Gondar remains 

smashed up. It will probably degenerate into a native town like Addis Ababa, with 

a few British resident authorities. After the march past, the Habash were bundled 

into lorries and quickly removed, as they are still unwanted, officially. The Crown 

Prince, who was present at the parade, is furious I understand. I am given another 

watch, a beauty - also another 8-day one. 

Dec. 3: Still attending Patriots wounded by land mines and booby traps, and had to 

do an arm amputation. The authorities refuse to accept our serious cases and won't 

admit 'em to hospital. Rather callous disregard, as our conditions are primitive 

here. Apparently Selassie and his Ethiopian Government won't make any provision 

for hospitals, so why should we continue to foot the bill for treatment of Habash, 

now the war is over. I go in with the CO. to meet the D.D.M.C., Colonel Cornick, 

in the castle, formerly Italian General Nasi's residence. Very kindly disposed to 

me, arranged my transport back to unit, and is giving me letter for leave. Also re-

met Colonel Hurst of the British Sigs., an Australian, - and brother-in-law of 

Professor Birkett. Total white prisoners taken, 11500, - and over 10,000 Italian 

colored Banda.  

Rate of repatriation in trucks from Gondar to Asmara (to Massawa and thence 

India, Kenya, South Africa or Australia) 700 per day. We secure 5 bottles of 

whiskey and have a wild night in our camp, still at Gindi Matai, 8 miles from 

Gondar,especially frightening the unpopular Indian MO, who has just rejoined us 

and is fearful at the constant shooting off by the Shifta tribesmen in the 

neighbouring hills. 

Dec.4: A quiet day - I do a spot of packing, and take a few snaps from one of my 

new cameras, which fortunately has some unexposed films. All ready to leave 

early tomorrow morning. A great surprise - sudden appearance of a huge mail, 

apparently readdressed from the unit weeks and weeks ago. 

Dec.5: Off at 6 am., in an ambulance - back to the unit! Down the glorious 

Wolchaffit pass, where we had a few potshots at some baboons. Drove on Addi 

Arcai, in the dusk, and later saw many owls. Camped for the night. 

Dec. 6: Adua (Adowe) - farewell Abyssinia - arrive at Aguara filthy. Shave 

haircut, shampoo, bath and a feed. Cable home and then drive to Gura and 5 AGH. 



I forgot to mention, I acquired a servant about 3 weeks ago, called Mohamed - 

excellent and very loyal. I took him back to Asmara with me and he stayed at 2/5 

AGH, but not allowed further, to his great sorrow - he was Egyptian. 

I also arranged to meet Sheppard in Cairo, will try and stick with him as he has 

plans to carry on in Greece. 

P.S. I heard years later from a Captain Campbell who was in Abyssinia in another 

area, but now a British conservative British M.P., that Sheppard was captured and 

killed by the Commos in Greece. 

I did not meet him in Cairo previously as anticipated - they gave me special leave - 

he got the DSO. (Immediate award) said he had put me up for a M.C. I found out I 

had no chance of joining him in his next mission - maybe just as well - There is no 

comparison between the Germans and the Italians as fighters. 

 


